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night crew is a Zandit fan but they have
begun playing a Shadowrun recently. Does
anybody know how to make a Shadowrun

(50-46) game session work or do they
require Coop or other PK games? I have

been running Zandit (45-41) and
Shadowrun (50-46) together for a while

with our crew. They are basically the
same except Zandit is really light

hearted... always good laughs. We just
stick to the three basic cards and

everything works. The only hiccups are
general fear of the shadows and hosing
your psy resources. I know this is not a
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problem with Shadowrun so much as a
fear of being reckless in general. I hope
we can make it to an HPSP or Foundry
game at some point. I've been playing

mainly Zandit fans since I first played on
a Coop (45-41) and a Shadowrun (50-46).
My current game night crew is a Zandit

fan but they have begun playing a
Shadowrun recently. Does anybody know
how to make a Shadowrun (50-46) game
session work or do they require Coop or

other PK games? I've been running Zandit
(45-41) and Shadowrun (50-46) together

for a while with our crew. They are
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basically the same except Zandit is really
light hearted... always good laughs. We
just stick to the three basic cards and

everything works. The only hiccups are
general fear of the shadows and hosing
your psy resources. I know this is not a
problem with Shadowrun so much as a
fear of being reckless in general. I hope
we can make it to an HPSP or Foundry
game at some point. All right, you said

you get the "general fear of the shadows,
and of being reckless in general" from

Shadowrun. And that seems to me to be
fairly normal - people fear heights (I do,
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also) and go into situations where there
may be danger that they have little control
over. But if those things are the primary
reason you feel that way about the game,
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